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Report faster, easier and more eff ective! 
Experience our Business Intelligence 
Solutions. 

MICROSOFT POWER BI

BUSINESS 
INTELLIGENCE



READY TO IMPROVE?  Feel free to contact us.

To manage your organization, you want to know what is the current status. Not just what your company did last 

month. The information must be reliable and it would be even better if you can predict the consequences of an action 

to be taken. However, your data is stored in diff erent locations, in diff erent systems. Microsoft’s BI solutions provide an 

answer and off er a solution. 

ABOUT DYNAMIC PEOPLE
We are experts on Power BI and the Azure Analytics Platform; moreover, we have ample practical experience in the 

fi elds of Business Intelligence and (Financial) Reporting. Through this, we can assist you in applying Power BI in your 

business.  As Microsoft Dynamics 365 consulting and implementation Partner we have full knowledge in Dynamics 365 

ERP and CRM, but also other data sources hold no surprises for us.

INSIGHTS IN YOUR BUSINESS

ONE-DAY POWER BI BEGINNER TRAINING
In this One-Day BI Beginner training you will build a Power BI report, based on your own 

organization data. You will learn to import data, to create an interactive report and how to share and 

refresh. You will immediately be able to apply this knowledge in your own organization. 

Investment: from € 1000

ONE-DAY POWER BI ADVANCED TRAINING
As follow-up on the Apprenticeship or when you already have a basic knowledge. You will learn 

everything that has to do with data modeling and learn the advanced features in Power BI. It’s a deep 

dive into Power BI.  You will immediately be able to apply this knowledge in your own organization.

Investment: from € 1000

POWER BI SPECIALIST
Do you need more insight, or do you not have the time or resources to build your own reports and 

dashboard? Our experienced BI Consultants can help you with their knowledge and can assist you in 

applying BI in your business. From our experience we have created a variety of functionally, easy to 

implement, tailored Reporting Modules. 

OUR BI SOLUTIONS

+31 (0)20 3032 470

info@dynamicpeople.com

dynamicpeople.com

It is our goal and aim to bring your company to a high level of 

full Self Service BI.

Bringing your company to Self Service BI is only possible when 

the off ered program depends on and is applied to your current 

knowledge level. In an intake we assess your BI maturity and 

ambition to off er you a company specifi c development and 

training plan. 

TO ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO GENERATE INSIGHTS AND ACTIONS FROM THEIR DATA


